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Abstract- In this paper it has been analyzed standard database replication protocols. The database replication consists of maintaining consistent multiple copies of database tables or relations, called replicas, on separate sites. First it has been rapidly presented the general context of the study followed by a review on generic database replication, with its famous synchronization algorithm, which is the unique strategy to manage exchange of data between databases in Distributed Database Systems (DDBS). To concretize the aim of this study, it has been presented some deficiencies collected during this study as follow: serialization of update transactions, reconciliation of updates, update of unavailable replicas in Eager or synchronous replication, sites autonomy and the independence of synchronization algorithm. Finally, this has been our motivation to propose an effective approach for synchronization of distributed databases over a decentralized peer-to-peer architecture.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In computing, Data replication involves sharing information between two or more redundant data sources those are linked by a computer network to ensure data consistency among themselves, to improve availability and performance [1]. In this logic, these data must be duplicated beforehand on the aforementioned sources. When we are referring to data, our interest is fixed on a Database that is a file for recording data in an organized and structured way.

However, the replication is one of the most used strategy for distributing or sharing data across Distributed Database Systems (DDBSs). So we can say that a DDBS is a set of logically connected or networked Databases, managed by different sites and appearing to the user as a single Database [2], [23]. In this way, the Database replication is the interchange of data between at least two Databases stored at different sites. According to [3], [4], [5], Database replication is a set of technologies for distributing Databases objects and copying or transferring data from one Database called “Master” or “Parent” to one or more than one “Slave(s)” or “Child (Children)” in order to maintain the consistency between them by the mean of synchronization procedures as shown here below in Fig.1.

![Data replication protocol](image)

It stores separate copies of the database or their portions at two or more sites. It is a popular fault tolerance technique of distributed databases [6], [23]. In a replication model the major problem turns out to be the maintenance of consistency between the data [7]. Therefore, setting up a replication procedure involves deciding which fragments or tables of the database will be replicated [8].

Nowadays, these technologies, the more usually, run under Database Management Systems (DBMSs). A DBMS is a software that manages the Database and provides access mechanisms or connection possibilities to users to connect their data shared and replicated on several locations. Since when it provides mechanisms to users to connect their Databases distributed over a computer network it is qualified Distributed Database Management System (DDBMS) [9], [23]. There are several DDBMSs of which we can name a few: SQL Server, FoxPro, MySQL, Oracle DB, PostgreSQL, Informix, Paradox, Sybase, Dbase, etc. This paper has as aim to analyze the general database replication protocols. So to reach this aim, the armature of this document is structured as follows: the first section has serving as introduction to present the context under which this investigation is running, the second section will present the basic methods of database replication, the third will show some deficiencies and proposed solutions and finally the fourth section will conclude this study.
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2. GENERIC METHODS OF REPLICATION

Replication is not to be confused with a simple data backup because with this last method the data do not change over time and therefore reflect a fixed state, while the replicated data constantly evolves as changes are made on the data source. This is why replication sets itself the goals of improving data availability, improving performance and scalability and local autonomy [10].

2.1 Fundamental principles of replication

In the old database distribution environment, the only data distribution approach was based on a Client-Server architecture. In this model, the client connects to the DBMS to place orders. These orders are of two types: read (it is then a query, the SQL Select command) and update (these are transactions, the SQL Insert, Update and Delete commands) [11]. For transactions, there is a modification of the data on the server, but it remains short orders. On the other hand, in the case of a reading, there is no modification of the data but the treatments can be long and relate to a large mass of data [12]. It is therefore easy to understand that, in this approach, a large number of requests may partially (or completely) overload the server. There are several solutions to this kind of problem, thus the replication is one of them. There are four replication configurations: fully or complete replicated Database, partially or fragmented replicated Database, unreplicated or centralized database and selected replicated Database [15], [17], [18], [23].

The main goal of the replication is to facilitate access to data by increasing availability from one hand and reliability from another hand. Either because the data is copied to different sites for dispatching queries, or because a site can take over when the primary server crashes. Currently, the principle of replication involves at least two DBMSs. It is quite simple and takes place in three stages in general [13], [32]:

- The Master database receives an update command (Insert, Update or Delete);
- Changes made to the data are detected and stored (in a table, a file, a queue) for propagation;
- A synchronization process propagate updates made on the Master to another (s) base (s) called slave (s).

2.2 Synchronization process

The synchronization is a process that establishes consistency between data from a Source or Master or Parent to a Destiny or Slave or Child and vice versa. This technology is parameterized and runs in time according to any harmonization that can make it trigger automatically or run manually, as appropriate to copy the data changes in one or two directions [19], [25], [26], [27].

The synchronization algorithm [32] has already overcome the problem which client-server knew in past few time. This algorithm solves the problem of Centralized Database Systems, such when all clients depend on a single central server and the database becomes inaccessible due to scheduled failures or Central Server failures. In this approach, all connected workers will no longer have access to their data. Therefore, the synchronization is a technique for working "online" and "offline", in the absence of the network or during server failures so that Data are stored in the user’s site Database (Local Server), in order to be automatically synced with the server (Central Server) in serial order when the system recover from the failure [19], [20].

However, although the synchronization of copies has solved the problem of the Centralized Database Systems, but it remains the main difficulty of replication because it is responsible to maintain consistency between replicas and data availability. Thus, there are several synchronization techniques: synchronization timestamp based [10], triggers based [16], XML Based [20], stored procedure based [21], Message digest based [22], mathematical, flag and log based [28], etc.

2.3 Approaches for broadcasting updates

As soon as updates are made to a copy of the source Database “Master” then the next decision is to know by which method they will be propagated to the destination copies “Slave (s)” in order to maintain the reliability. Replica reliability is obviously a part of the data replication, which is in turn a method to overcome the problem of slow data access, low availability, fault tolerance, etc., in DDBSs. Two general approaches to manage updates propagation exist. These strategies depend on “when” parameter i.e. the need of knowing when updates are propagated. Thus, it emerges two update strategies as follow [1], [9], [10], [14], [15], [29]:

- Eager synchronization or synchronous replication: This method recommends that all data replicas be updated in the same transaction as the write transaction. This transaction typically presents itself as a basic Two-Phase-Commit (2PC) Protocol. But after the operation all the replicas are coherent and bear the same physical state. Consequently, it is clear that disconnected sites can still block an update procedure. This strategy provides strong mutual consistency or reliability.
- Lazy synchronization or asynchronous replication: The second method, in turn, introduces a new approach to overcome the difficulty of distributed locks. Its technicality prone to update a subset of replicas during the execution of an update transaction and then transmit the modification to the other replicas a little later. Only a part of replicas is updated. Other replicas are fetched up-to-date lazily after the commitments of the transaction. This process can be triggered by the commitment of the transaction or another periodically executing transaction. This approach provides weak mutual consistency or reliability.

These replication dimensions are orthogonal with “where” parameter i.e. we need to know where updates are going to take
place. From this we have [1], [10], [14], [15]:

Single Master or Primary Copy with Limited or Full Replication Transparency (centralized): only one copy of the data is updated (master copy) and all others (secondary copies) are subsequently updated to reflect the changes in the master copy. Update everywhere (decentralized or distributed): updates are done on any data copy i.e. all sites that have a copy of the data can perform the data update and the changes are replicated to all other copies.

Types of Replication Protocols
Assume a fully replicated database and each site work under a Two-Phase-Locking (2PL) concurrency control technique. Therefore, we have four possible combinations [1], [10], [14], [15], [29]:

2.4 Eager centralized

In this approach, on a master site, operations (mostly Write transactions) on a data element are conducted. These procedures are combined with strong consistency methods, so that the single update transaction which is committed using the Two-Phase-Commit (2PC) protocol performs logical data item updates.

First case: Single Master with Limited Replication Transparency
Let W(x) be a write transaction and R(x) be a read transaction where x is the replicated data item. The Fig.2, here below depicts the Eager Single Master Replication Protocol in the logic of Read-Any, Write-All (RAWA) or Read-One, Write-All (ROWA) using Time-Stamping Algorithm. The user submits the Write Transaction on the Master Site only and the Master Transaction Manager System forward synchronously these updates/Changes to Slaves. A Read-only Transaction can be submitted to anyone of Slaves Sites or the Master Site itself.

A Write transaction is performed on the DB on the Master Site;
Write is then despatched to other replicas;
At the commitment time updates become permanent;
Read transactions are routed to any slave copy.

Eager Single Master Replication Protocol
This case present one major drawback of overloading the Master Site by Write Transactions. As presented in the Fig.2, here above, every Write Transaction from each user application need to be deferred to the Master copy before being dispatching to Slaves. Moreover, one important issue that persist is to make the difference between an “update” transaction and a “read-only”.

Second case: Single Master with Full Replication Transparency
This case overcomes the issue of Master overloading by Write Transactions from users. Thus apart from the Eager replica control algorithms coupled with Time-Stamping algorithm, the concurrency control which uses the coordinating Transaction Manager has been introduced. However, the logic of Read-Any, Write-All or Read-One, Write-All is still keeping but using Transaction Management algorithm. The user application is alleviated to know the Master Site. Even if the implementation of this case is more complicated than the first alternative discussed but it is responsible to provide Full Replication Transparency, keeping the same schema depicted by the Fig.2, but introducing the Transaction Management algorithm.

Third case: Primary Copy with Full Replication Transparency
Let W(x) and W(y) be a write transactions and R(x) be a read transaction where x and y are replicated data items, successively first routed to Master(x) and Master(y). The Fig.3, here below depicts the Primary Copy with Full Replication Transparency with the supposition of fully replication. A is the Master Site storing the data x and B and C are Slave Sites containing replicas; in the same way, C is the Master Site that holds the data y with B and D its Slave Sites.
Read or Write transactions for all elements of data are directed to the master of data items. A Write transaction is first performed at the Master; Updates are then dispatched to the other replicas; The commitment of Updates is performed.

2.5 Eager Primary Copy Replication Protocol
Primary copy method requires a sophisticated repertory at all sites, as well as a joint replica concurrency control technique, but it also overcomes some issues discussed in the previous approaches such that to reduce the load of the Master Site without producing a great volume of transmission among the transaction managers and the lock managers.

2.6 Eager distributed
Changes or updates can come from anywhere to first update the local replica and then send to other replicas. If the updates result from a site where there is no data element, it is sent to one of the replica sites, which in turn harmonizes the execution. The update transaction is responsible for fulfilling all these possibilities. The user is notified and the updates become permanent when the transaction commit.

Let W(x) be a write transaction where x is a data item duplicated at sites A, B, C and D. The Fig.4, here below depicts how two operations modify different copies (at two sites A and D). This procedure turns with the logic of Read-Any, Write-All or Read-One, Write-All constructed on the concurrency control techniques.

Two different Write transactions are simultaneously performed on two different local replicas of the same item of data; Write transactions are transmitted to the other replicas independently; At the time of commitment Updates become available.

Eager Distributed Replication Protocol

2.7 Lazy centralized
This protocol provides algorithms which are alike eager centralized replication. But in this procedure updates or modifications are first performed to a Master replica and then transmitted to the slaves. The greatest dissimilarity is that the modifications or updates can’t be dispatched through the update transaction, but forwarded by a separate refresh transaction to Slaves, asynchronously after the transaction commits. Thus, it is possible that a read transaction from any Slave, anytime, reads an out-of-date copy as the updates are pushed to Slaves one lapse long after the Master’s update.
First case: Single Master with Limited Transparency
Let \( W(x) \) be a write transaction and \( R(x) \) be a read transaction where \( x \) is the replicated data item. The Fig. 5, below, illustrates the sequence of execution steps for Single Master with partial sharpness. Here the write transactions are executed and deferred precisely on the main site (exactly as for Single Master). The second transaction, which we qualify as a refresh transaction, shares the updates to the slaves after validation of the first transaction. As soon as there is one master copy for all the data elements, the execution command is done according to the timestamp attached to each refreshing transaction at the site, according to the order of the commitment of the transaction, modification or actual update. Thus, in the timestamp order, Slaves would smear refresh transactions.

The modification is performed on the local replica;
Updates become available as soon as transaction validation is successful;
A refresh transaction propagates updates to other replicas;
A read transaction is routed to a local copy of the slave.

2.8 Lazy Single Master Replication Protocol
When databases are partially replicated, a desired primary copy with a limited replication transparency approach makes sense if update transactions access only data items whose master sites are identical, since update are fully executed by a master. The same problem exists in the case of lazy primary copy, limited replication approach. The problem in both cases is how to design the distributed database so that meaningful transactions that can recognize the difference between an "update" and a "read only" transaction can be executed.

Second case: Single Master or Primary Copy with Full Replication Transparency
This protocol is an alternative that provides complete transparency by allowing the submission of read and write transactions to some site and then despatching them to the appropriate Master. This is delicate and involves two problems: the first is that, unless cautious, the global history in a serial order may not be definite; the second problem is that a transaction may not see its own updates.

So far, these two difficulties have found a partial solution: [10], proposed an algorithm respecting a chronological sequence of transactions executions. This algorithm is presented in the same way as that of centralized Eager, a primary copy with complete replication transparency case, but with the difference which is such that it makes it possible to retrace sequentially the history of serial transactions. Thus, a transaction does not start until the commitment of another, so lazily. Although this algorithm manages the first problem, but the second according to which a transaction does not see its own scripts remains unresolved. To solve this problem, it has been advocated to keep a list of all the modifications made by a transaction and to consult this list when executing a reading. Nonetheless, as soon as only the master knows the updates, he deviated more to keep the list and all transactions (reading as well as writing) must be executed on the master.

Lazy distributed
In the control of lazy distributed replicas, updates come from wherever, they are first run on the local replica, and then propagated to other replicas later. In this way, the read and write transactions are executed on the local copy and the commitment of the transaction is locally before the refresh transaction propagate updates to other sites.

Let \( W(x) \) be a write transaction where \( x \) is a duplicated data item at sites A, B, C and D. The Fig. 6, here below shows how two transactions modify or update two different copies (at sites A and D) and after commit the refresh forward updates to all sites.
Two modifications or updates are performed on two local copies;
Commitment of the transaction makes the modifications available;
The modifications or updates are self-reliantly transmitted to the other replicas.
Lazy Distributed Replication Protocol Actions
Once implemented, these protocol guarantees availability of updates on all sites, although propagated instantly. Nevertheless, it leaves the door open for analysis.
Direction of updates propagation
Both of these broadcasting updates approaches pointed out previously, use the synchronization process that has been indicated as being responsible for maintaining consistency between replicas or copies of the data. So we can distinguish [14], [16], [25], [28]:

2.9 Asymmetrical replication
It is a copy management technique based on a primary or master site only authorized to update and responsible for distributing the updates to others so-called secondary or slave copies. The primary site performs the checks and guarantees the correct scheduling of the updates. Note that the choice of an asymmetrical technique is orthogonal to the choice of a synchronous or asynchronous updates diffusion mode and one can thus distinguish the asymmetrical synchronous and asymmetrical asynchronous replication. This can run under One-way with Unidirectional Data Synchronization procedure.

2.10 Symmetrical replication
In contrast to asymmetrical replication, no copy is preferred; so it allows simultaneous updates of all copies by different transactions. This is a copy management technique where each copy can be updated at any time and distributes updates to other copies. Note also that the choice of a symmetrical technique is orthogonal to the choice of synchronous or asynchronous diffusion mode of the updates and thus it can be distinguished symmetrical synchronous and symmetrical asynchronous replication. This can run under Two-ways with Bidirectional Data Synchronization procedure.

Deficiencies collected And proposed solutions
This section will present problems collected after the course of the analyze realized here above about database replication strategies. The replication problem has retained our attention; mostly while synchronization, which is the process of propagating modifications or updates to sites that hold the replicas of the fragment or replicas of the whole relation, in the case of full replication, is running.

Assuming that the Database is full replicated, existing protocols present following problems:
Several updates carried by refreshing transactions, from different sites can reach a destination site at the same time but they cannot be performed on the same time [10], [31]. Proposed solution: an effective serialization algorithm.
These updates can be performed on different sites, simultaneously on different copies of the same data item, if they reach the destination like that then reliability or consistency will be lost and there will be the risk of redundancy [10], [28]. Proposed solution: an effective algorithm to reconcile updates.
During Eager or synchronous replication which is essentially Read-One/Write-All based, if some copies were unavailable at transaction time, they no longer be updated [10], [30]. But normally they should get these updates when they become available. Proposed solution: an effective approach taking in account Read-One/Write-All Available and Write-All Unavailable as soon as possible.
These protocols suffer from many problems which the introduction of the modern P2P systems should overcome. Some innovations of the modern P2P are: sites autonomy in the sense that each machine in its roles is identical to another, play same roles, and can leave and join the Network anytime [10], [24]. Proposed solution: an effective approach for synchronization over a decentralized P2P architecture, that can update several copies of the databases in real-time or near real-time.
Moreover, this approach should overcome one aspect of Distributed Databases homogeneity in the sense that it should allow replication between different DBMSs. So this synchronisation algorithm should be implemented independently of DBMSs as
a Mediator or used by designers when they need interaction between Databases managed by different DBMSs [10].

2.1 Proposed protocols
Assuming that the Database is full replicated, the proposed models of the Decentralized Peer-to-Peer Architecture are presented based on Eager replication and Lazy replication as follows:

Eager replication: Let $W(x)$ be a write transaction where $x$ is a replicated data item at Peers A, B, C and D. The Fig. 7, here below depicts how transactions update different copies at all Peers and before commit the refresh forward updates to all Peers.

Updates are applied on all replicas;
The updates are dependently propagated to the other available replicas;
Transaction commit makes the updates permanent.

Eager Decentralized Peer-to-Peer Replication Protocol

Lazy replication: Let $W(x)$ be a write transaction where $x$ is a replicated data item at Peers A, B, C and D. The Fig. 8, here below depicts how transactions update different copies at all Peers and after commit the refresh forward updates to all Peers.

Modifications are reflected to all replicas;
The commitment of a transaction makes the modifications stable;
The modifications are independently transmitted to the other data copies or replicas.

Lazy Decentralized Peer-to-Peer Replication Protocol Actions

3. CONCLUSION
In this paper it has been conducted an analysis of database replication protocols. As fragments or whole relations have in certain cases to exchange data among them, the Data replication, which is the unique strategy to manage this procedure, has been studied and its famous synchronization algorithm.

The main problem here is to maintain consistency among fragments or whole relations on different Sites. However, in this literature, we have indicated some issues which can violent consistency, such that: no serialization of update transactions, no
reconciliation of updates, no update of unavailable replicas in Eager or synchronous replication, no sites autonomy, no independent effective synchronization algorithm which can play the role of Mediator between different DBMSs. Despite the correctness of all protocols studied earlier, since these problems just indicated here above are not solved then consistency can be broken anytime in replicated databases. Moreover, these protocols are unsuitable for P2P networks since they are either centralized or do not take into account the network limitations. On the other hand, existing P2P replication solutions do not satisfy all such requirements simultaneously. Thus this has been our motivation to propose “an effective approach for synchronization of distributed databases over a decentralized peer-to-peer architecture”.

As future work we will write a complete, DBMS independent and effective algorithm in which it will be presented step by step scenarios to synchronize tables in an environment of replicated databases. It will be implemented as prototype in a Graphical Interface User, as a Mediator of DBMSs, to attempt to reach the aims of modern Peer-to-Peer in Distributed Database Systems.
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